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Abstract

This paper presents an approach aimed at assessing multiple criteria spatial risk, where several methods are
used for decision aiding purposes, with an application on marine nuclear releases. The case study simulates
a post-accident analysis evaluating the impact upon the bay of Toulon of an accidental nuclear release. The
problem is characterized by the presence of spatial features, multiple criteria describing the involved assets
and uncertainties represented through multiple release scenarios and their corresponding probabilities.

Keywords: Multiple criteria decision support, Marine pollution, Environmental risk assessment, Risk
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1. Introduction1

This work is part of a larger project aimed at developing theoretical and practical tools aiding to syn-2

thesize multiple criteria spatial risks in case of multiple nuclear release scenarios. A literature review with3

relevant papers on the integration of multiple criteria decision analysis tools in spatial decision problems4

until 2006 can be viewed at http://publish.uwo.ca/~jmalczew/list.htm. Despite the existing literature5

aiming to understand the processes governing the fate of radionuclides in the environment, [1], [2], [3], we6

note that the concentration of a given isotope is a necessary but not sufficient information for making in-7

formed decisions. Let us consider the example of two geographic zones: the first one is characterised by an8

average concentration level and very important economic and environmental assets while the second one is9

highly contaminated but does not present any economic or environmental relevance. Clearly, the involved10

stakeholders will be more sensitive to the impact in the first geographic plot.11

Our case study deals with simulated releases from a nuclear submarine at the bay of Toulon, where one of12

the most important bases of the French Navy is located. In case of a nuclear accident, the incumbent prefect13

needs synthetic information to support decisions, such as banning certain economic activities, setting a new14

water management policy at each relevant zone or impeding the access to specific areas. The IRSN1 is in15

charge of a project aimed at improving models predicting dispersion and assessing the impact of radionuclides16

in the environment, see www.irsn.fr/FR/Larecherche/ Organisation/ Programmes/Amorad/Pages/ projet-17

Amorad.aspx#.Wl4GxiN7TOQ. In order to provide supplementary post-accident management tools allowing18

to evaluate environment and economic impacts, we have developed an approach in which data associated19

to assets involved in the bay are paired with maps displaying the concentration level of a given isotope20

generating criteria maps. Each map describes the impact of a release concentration for a given criterion. We21

then use a multiple criteria aggregation procedure generating impact maps taking into account all assets.22

The final step consists of aggregating uncertain information over release scenarios (release positions, sea23

conditions,...) through an outranking approach. Our case study serves as a template that can be extended24

to other release events and geographical areas.25

1Institut de Radioprotection et de Sureté Nucléaire is a French center of expertise and research in radioprotection and safety
of nuclear installations. More information can be found at http://www.irsn.fr.
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The originality of our work stands on the way we structured and modeled a practical issue, starting from26

the raw question “How can we evaluate the impact of a nuclear accident, similar to that of Fukushima, in the27

marine area?” The practical case was offered by the bay of Toulon, due to the presence of nuclear submarines28

in its port, characterised by the presence of multiple assets and two levels of spatial decomposition. In this29

paper, we propose the models used to assess the impact of a nuclear release on each asset involved, in case30

we are interested in identifying the most impacted assets or areas with respect to each asset, as well as to31

evaluate the global impact taking into account all considered assets.32

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the case study including different decompositions33

of the area of interest and the associated data. In Section 3, we introduce the main theoretical concepts used34

in this work. We present in Section 4 the construction procedure of the criteria functions characterizing and35

evaluating the Bay. In Section 5, we show the results of the multiple criteria aggregation and the aggregation36

of release scenarios. We end up with a discussion. Several appendices provide additional details about this37

work and its results.38

2. Case study39

The area of interest is the Bay of Toulon (in what follows, we will use the Bay to refer to it), where40

a major basis of the French naval force is located, including nuclear submarines, besides being a densely41

inhabited area with important economic activities. Thus, there is a possibility of major negative impacts in42

case an accidental nuclear release takes place. Two features are identified in this study:43

• Multiple impacts over different assets characterising the Bay.44

• Uncertainties relative to accident parameters, to be modeled through scenarios.45

In a radioactive release several isotopes may be present such as cesium-137, cesium-134, silver-110 or46

iodine-131. In our case, we will focus on cesium-137 characterised by a half-life of 30.17 years. However, the47

developed methodology does not depend on the considered radionuclide.48

In our problem context, our objective is to set a decision aiding model based on consequences induced49

by an accident. The available information includes:50

• scientific facts and results: The dispersion model of radionuclides in the marine environment;51

• geographic features: Each geographic zone has special characteristics such as the income associated52

with tourism or fishing;53

• norms: Including the maximum allowable levels of concentration for fishing or forbidding an activity.54

2.1. Assets data55

A decomposition of the Bay was carried out within the “Bay contract” by the “Syndicat Intercommunal56

de l’Aire Toulonnaise” (SIAT, 1998 and 2002). This decomposition was based on the following criteria:57

• A physical criterion, relying mainly on the geomorphology and local hydrodynamics of water bodies.58

• A biological criterion, taking into account the presence of particular ecosystems.59

• A socioeconomic criterion, based upon the presence of certain special activities such as ports and60

military activities.61

In what follows, we adopt the above mentioned division, with seven homogeneous zones illustrated in Figure62

1:63

1. The north of the small bay, characterised by maritime and military activities. It includes a military64

port, freight, passenger transport, boaters and professional fishers.65

2. The bay of Lazaret, characterised by aquaculture and tourism activities.66
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3. From the beaches Mourillon, Saint-Mandrier, until Cape Brown. The entrance to the small harbour67

is also characterised by military activity, a port, boaters and maritime transport. Its particularity lies68

in the fact that it represents a natural area of ecological faunistic and floristic interest, due to the69

presence of seagrass Posidonia.70

4. From zone 3 to “Commune le Pradet”. This part is characterised by an important fishing activity,71

tourism activities and a high presence of seagrass Posidonia.72

5. From Cap Sicié to Saint-Elme, characterised by several seaside activities. There is mainly swimming,73

boating, diving and professional fishing activities. This area is characterised by ecological richness,74

particularly a high presence of seagrass Posidonia. Moreover, there are three protected zones at “Anse75

des Sablettes", the “Islands of the Two Brothers” and Cape Sicié.76

6. From Marégau Point to Cape Cepet. This area is mainly dedicated to military activities. There is77

also tourism activities and seagrass Posidonia. This last is an important asset for sea life.78

7. The rest of the bay with no land boundary is mainly characterised by professional fishing.79

Figure 1: Decomposition of the bay into seven homogeneous zones.

In order to evaluate the consequences of accidents, we distinguished two types of attributes: economic and80

environmental.81

2.1.1. Economic attributes82

Two types of activities are present in the Bay:83

• commercial activities linked with water quality: fishing, water sports, diving, professional fishing and84

aquaculture;85

• Non-commercial activities such as swimming and leisure fishing.86

Non-commercial activities seem to be not directly linked with economic assets. However, they have a strong87

influence over the touristic attractiveness of each zone which might induce an economic impact.88

As far as the economic axis is concerned, we shall evaluate the impact of a released cesium-137 concen-89

tration based on three attributes:90

• Professional fishing (F), based on an estimation of the annual economic impact of the fish caught. The91

data comes from the “Système d’Informations Halieutiques" (SIH-2007). Table 1 provides the annual92

turnover associated with professional fishing at each of the zones.93
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Zones 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Annual turnover (ke) 300 300 965 965 934 1286 1000

Table 1: Annual turnover of professional fishing in 2007.

• Fish farming (FF), supports raising fish and shellfish. The area characterised by this activity is zone 2,94

representing an important economic asset for Toulon. The main characteristic is that the fish are more95

impacted by water quality as they cannot swim outside the breeding areas. The turnover generated96

by this activity in 2007 was 2129 (ke).97

• Tourist attractiveness (T), refers mainly to swimming, diving and water sports. The economic value of98

swimming is assessed based on the income of restaurants located at sea shore and accommodations at99

each municipality. Thus, the value associated with the commune of Toulon will be assigned to zones 1100

and 3; that of Seyne-Sur-Mer to zone 2; Pradet to zone 4; and, finally the commune of Saint-Mandrier101

to zone 6 (zone 7 has no coastline). Data associated with this attribute come from INSEE-Sirene 2007102

for the catering sector, Chambre de Commerce et d’Industrie CCI-PACA 2007 for water sports and103

boaters and BVA-Ifremer 2007 for non professional fishing. Table 2 summarises the turnover associated104

with touristic activities in the Bay.

Zones 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Annual turnover

(ke) 34 839.5 29 593 20 828.5 13 591.5 23 113 24 483 1 131

Table 2: Annual turnover of Tourism in 2007.

105

2.1.2. Environmental axis106

As far as the environmental axis is concerned, we shall focus our attention on the presence of seagrass107

Posidonia. This is one of the most important ecosystems in Mediterranean coastal zones, playing the same108

importance as forests in terrestrial areas: It is essential for the preservation of the balance of sea-life, [5],109

[11], as it:110

1. Influences coastal water quality, through significant oxygen production and sediment trapping.111

2. Is at the base of many trophic networks, for the production of plant and animal biomass.112

3. Plays a fundamental role in the hydrodynamic protection of the coastline and beaches.113

4. Fixes sediments and reduces the turbidity of the water, preventing their resuspension during storms.114

Data on the mapping of seagrass Posidonia are rare, mostly very old, and its evolutionary dynamics are115

poorly known. Nevertheless, we have qualitative information on its presence at each geographic zone. Table116

3 summarises its presence in the Bay.

Zones 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Degree of the

presence of seagrass
Posidonia Absent Absent Average High High High Absent

Table 3: Presence of seagrass Posidonia in the Bay (2002).

117

Cesium concentration might be included as a relevant environmental indicator representing water quality.118

However, we will not consider it independently, since we use it to assess criteria and we are interested in its119

impact on assets characterising the bay.120
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2.2. Generating concentration data121

Many studies have been conducted to model the physical dispersion process of radioactive substances in122

the marine environment, e.g. [1], [2], [3], [9], [8], [13]. These have led to the development of simulation tools,123

such as STERNE 2, which we have used in our case study. The input parameters required by this tool are124

the type of sea currents, the release position and the quantity initially released.125

2.2.1. Sources of uncertainty126

Since accidental nuclear releases are related with the routes undertaken by the submarines, there will be127

two main sources of uncertainty in our case study 3:128

• The sea conditions (wind, currents, ...), at the time of the release, identified by a parameter β. In129

the case of Toulon, they are dominated by wind [13], and their probabilities can be estimated using a130

meteorologic database.131

• The position RP = (xRP , yRP ) where the release takes place, being, respectively, the latitude and132

longitude. We identify the main typical routes for submarines with some uncertainty around them.133

We modeled uncertainty about the accident parameters through representative scenarios. We shall consider134

three sea conditions with their associated probabilities, as described in Table 4: and four initial release

Scenario Prevailing wind Probability
β1 Mistral q1

β2 East q2

β3 Steady q3

Table 4: Discretisation of sea conditions.

135

positions with their associated probabilities, as specified in Table 5, displayed by red crosses in Figure 1.

Position in the map Scenarios Probability
Zone 5 RP1= (43.053 , 5.89) r1

Zone 6 RP2= (43.053 , 5.96) r2

Zone 4 RP3= (43.079 , 5.975) r3

Zone 1 RP4= (43.103 , 5.918) r4

Table 5: Discretisation of initial release positions.

136

The corresponding probabilities will be assessed in Section 5.2, where we shall synthesise the twelve scenarios.137

2.2.2. Assessing cesium concentration138

The approach proposed here is driven by the contaminant concentration at each plot of the bay. This,139

in turn, will be driven by the amount initially released as well as the release position RP and sea conditions140

β. Based on a hydrodynamic model [8] sketched in Appendix A, we may estimate the concentration of the141

radioactive substance in water (respectively in a marine organism) at any point z = (x, y) in the map, which142

we designate cw(z,RP, β) (respectively co(z,RP, β)).143

STERNE offers the possibility of using tracking points to simulate the concentration evolution of a given144

isotope. We discretised the bay into several geographic units, represented by their tracking points in the145

center. The previous decomposition of the Bay in 7 homogeneous zones was too rough to be applied for146

2Simulation du Transport et du transfert d’Eléments Radioactifs dans l’environNEment marin, translated as Simulation of
radionuclide transport and transfer in marine environments

3The amount initially released can be also considered as a source of uncertainty. However, in this work we shall fix it to
1015Bq, i.e. a very important release.
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the estimation of the contaminant concentration, as it may lead to missing significant concentrations. We147

instead defined 97 geographical units adjusted to the map of the Bay. Each geographic unit is defined by148

two representative points: a tracking point at the bottom of the sea and another one at 1m depth. The149

reasons for choosing two depth levels are related with the nature of the chosen attributes. In what follows,150

we shall use “geographic zone” to refer to the first decomposition in 7 zones and “geographic units” to the151

second decomposition, in 97 units. Figure 2 displays 10 evolution curves of cesium concentration at 1m152

depth at the 10 most contaminated zones based on the maximum concentration attained.153

Figure 2: 10 highest evolutions of cesium concentration in water over time.

We summarize the concentration evolution curves through their mean and maximum values. Figures 3154

and 4 display, respectively, the maximum and mean values corresponding to tracking points at 1m depth155

for the release scenario (mistral;RP2).156

Figure 3: Maximum concentration, 1m depth, at the 97 geographic units for (mistral; RP2).

Empty cells in both figures correspond to land space. In all simulations we face a factor of 10 between157

the average and maximum values. We aggregate both values and move from a cardinal to an ordinal scale by158

assigning each zone to a corresponding concentration level. This can be achieved in several ways depending159

on the eventual compensation between both values. In our work we considered a geometric mean between160

them as their is a scale factor between both values. Figure 5 illustrates their aggregation considering the161

same level of importance for both evaluations at each zone.162

A colour coding will reflect the contamination level at each geographic unit. We consider 5 levels from less163

to more contaminated. The cutting levels are fixed based on expert judgment. Level 1 is displayed in blue,164

2 in green, 3 in yellow, 4 in orange and 5 in red. We shall use this grading colour in the rest of the paper. As165

a first way to display the information, we could present the map (z, cw(z,RP, β)), which provides, for each166

geographic unit z, the estimated contamination level, in an ordinal scale, given specific initial conditions.167
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Figure 4: Average concentration, 1m depth, at the 97 geographic units for (mistral; RP2).

Figure 5: Contamination level for 97 geographic units for (mistral; RP2).

Figure 6 displays the contamination level induced by the release scenario (mistral;RP2) using the previous168

colour code.169

Figure 6: Map displaying the contamination level corresponding to (mistral; RP2).

3. Multiple criteria decision analysis170

In Section 2.1, we described the Bay of Toulon as a rich area where several assets are involved and can be171

impacted in case of a nuclear release. Our first objective is to define functions, which we shall call criteria,172

allowing us to assess the impact on each asset at each geographic unit. Each function evaluates a geographic173

unit from a single perspective. In consequence, we shall associate with each criterion a map evaluating the174

impact on the corresponding asset 4. We shall consider the four criteria expressed on an ordinal scale, see175

section 4, all of which need to be taken into account in an appropriate multiple criteria formulation.176

4Considering each criterion function separately, we can either identify the most impacted geographic units or compute the
expected impact.
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The field of multiple criteria decision analysis (MCDA) offers a set of operational tools and methodologies177

to incorporate the decision maker’s preferences as well as any information allowing the decision analyst to178

evaluate a set of actions described by multiple attributes. In real-world cases, several problem statements179

can be considered referring to the way in which decision aiding is envisaged, see [18]:180

• clustering (partition the set of alternatives into unordered not pre-defined equivalence classes; the181

clusters).182

• assignment (partition the set of alternatives into unordered pre-defined equivalence classes).183

• rating (partition the set of alternatives into ordered pre-defined equivalence classes).184

• ranking (partition the set of alternatives into ordered not pre-defined equivalence classes).185

Modeling a MCDA problem requires representing preferences either measuring their values, as in the case186

of multi-attribute value theory, or directly using binary relations, as in the case of social choice theory and187

outranking based methods, see [4].188

In our case, we aim at assigning each geographic unit to the corresponding impact level. We consider five189

predefined and ordered impact categories C1, ..., C5, ranked from best to worst Ch � Ch+1∀h ∈ {1, ..., 4}190

where � refers to a complete order on the set of categories. Hence, the type of decision aid required here191

is a rating problem statement.192

Two main methods corresponding to two different approaches deal with rating problems: UTADIS and193

ELECTRE-TRI. The UTADIS method was first presented in [6], being a variant of the well-known UTA194

method [12]. UTADIS consists of defining a marginal utility function over criteria, taking respectively the195

value 0 and 1 for the least and most preferred values of each criterion, and evaluating each action with an196

additive utility function. Such methods are suitable in multiple criteria problems where trade-offs among197

criteria are possible and meaningful. Alternatively, the ELECTRE-TRI method is an outranking based198

procedure first introduced in [19]. This method uses a majority rule, while respecting a minority using a199

veto rule, to compare the actions to the profiles characterizing categories; ELECTRE-TRI method is detailed200

in Appendix B. The MCDA procedure used in this work is based on ELECTRE-TRI, as trade-offs among201

the criteria were not interpretable.202

4. Construction of criteria203

The multiple criteria problem at hand adopts a rating formulation in which we consider the four criteria204

reflected in Table 6, with scales referring to the raw impact of a nuclear accident at each geographic unit.205

All criteria considered to evaluate the Bay are based on water quality through the concentration of cesium206

in water. Hence, the criteria will measure the impact of a given concentration on the assets involved at each207

geographic zone.208

Criteria scale
1 Fishing impact level
2 Fish Farming impact level
3 Seagrass Posidonia Impact level
4 Tourism impact level

Table 6: Criteria and scales.

We start by presenting the typology of impact functions, allowing to associate with each concentration209

level an impact on an asset. For example, given a concentration level, the impact function will assess210

the proportion of tourists giving up visiting a geographic unit, the proportion of fishes not allowed to be211

commercialised or the impact on seagrass Posidonia. In the second part of this section, we construct the212

criteria functions, taking into account the impact function and the data associated with the assets. For213

instance, the tourism criterion is evaluated based on the income in a geographic zone, when there is no214
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accident, multiplied by the proportion of tourists giving up visiting the such unit given a concentration level215

(impact function).216

4.1. Typology of impact functions217

We aim now at evaluating the impact of a given level of contamination on each asset. The considered218

impact functions are based on two hypotheses:219

• independent geographic units. As units are small, we do not consider mutual influences between220

neighbouring units. Thus, the impact on a geographic unit will only depend on its concentration level.221

• The impact function does not depend on geographic units, as it depends on the characteristics of the222

assets.223

Three types of impact functions will be considered. The choice of them will depend on the characteristics224

of attributes and the decision maker’s preferences:225

• Heaviside function: We consider that a given asset is impacted from a certain level of concentration.226

This function is used in evaluating the impact on seagrass Posidonia.227

• Linear function: no impact is considered before a first threshold is met while an important impact is228

assumed after the second one. Between both thresholds, the impact is linear. This type of function229

can be chosen when the population response is linearly proportional to pollution levels.230

• Cumulative function: It is more suitable for modeling social phenomena for which the number of231

people influencing the evaluation of areas is important. We will use this function to assess the impact232

on tourism and fishing.233

Figure 7: Heaviside impact function. Figure 8: Linear impact function. Figure 9: Cumulative impact function.

The cumulative impact function requires calibration reflecting the impact of different levels of concen-234

tration on a given asset. For example, qualitatively, the higher the concentration, the less tourists will visit235

the corresponding polluted area. This function can be derived through a weighted sum of linear functions,236

of type 2, representing each the impact assessment by a pool of experts, assessing a “tolerance threshold”237

and a “reaction threshold”. Alternatively, we can calibrate the median for each contamination level as we238

do here. This approach is inspired by the probability equivalent method for assessing utilities [10]. Let239

us call the cumulative impact function propi(ck), where i refers to a geographic unit i and ck is the level240

of contamination in the marine organism k = o or in seawater k = w. Our objective is to find for a few241

concentrations ck1 , ..., ck5
5, the corresponding propi(ck1), ..., propi(ck5), through expert judgment, and then242

adjust a curve. Note that propi(ck) will essentially be uncertain and we shall focus on assessing its median243

using lottery comparison.244

In what follows we apply this approach to the attribute Tourism and thus k = w. For this we compare245

two lotteries:246

• Lottery A, represents throwing a fair coin in which the expert wins 100 e if he obtains Head and 0 e247

is he obtains "Tail". This serves as reference.248

5 5 represents the number of contamination levels introduced in Section 2.2.2
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• Lottery B, represents the calibrated event and gives the expert 100 e if prop ≥ q and 0 e otherwise,249

where prop = propi(cw) is the proportion of tourists giving up visiting a geographic unit in case cw is250

high enough and q is the calibrating value.251

We ask the expert whether he prefers A to B (A � B). In such case, we have: 100 × 1
2 + 0 × 1

2 ≥252

100×P (prop ≥ q)+0× (1−P (prop ≥ q)); we need to adjust q to approximate the median. For this, we can253

design an iterative procedure to converge to it, bounding it from below and above. Initially, the bounding254

interval is [0, 1] and we iteratively split it depending on the responses of the expert. Specifically, we use255

q = Y+X
2 , for [X,Y ] and adjust X and Y according to expert responses, with X = 0, Y = 1 initially. For256

a large number of iterations this will converge to the median. Figure 10 displays the calibration for a few257

concentration levels using the above procedure. The same approach remains valid for the fishing attribute,258

for which k = o.

1 2 3 4 5
Cw

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

pr
op

Figure 10: Calibration of proportion of tourists giving up visiting a cell.

259

4.2. Tourism260

We construct first the criterion function for tourism, referring to the level of economic loss related with261

the tourism sector. This last is assessed as propi(cw(zi, s), T )Inci(T ) where propi(cw(zi, s), T ) represents262

the proportion of tourists refraining from visiting the geographic unit i under the incumbent release scenario263

and Inci(T ) represents the income associated with the geographic unit i. The function propi(cw(zi, s), T )264

has been assessed in section 4.1, Figure 10.265

In order to evaluate the economic importance of each geographic unit, an issue with the spatial decom-266

position arises:267

• Data associated with tourism revenues are available just for the seven geographic zones. We parti-268

tioned the annual turnover proportionally between all geographic units constituting each of the seven269

geographic zones.270

• Some geographic units are shared between several homogeneous zones. The solution adopted is to271

evaluate the geographic units by considering the turnover proportionally to the surface occupied by272

geographic zones at the geographic unit. This entails the use of the same decomposition as for cesium273

concentration simulations.274

Thus, the estimated annual turnover at each geographic unit is275

Inci(T ) =
∑

j∈Z,st:Z∩{i},∅

Sij∑
i∈U∪Z Sij

Turj(T ),
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where U and Z represent, respectively, the set of geographic units (decomposition of the Bay adopted276

to forecast cesium concentration) and the set of geographic zones (decomposition made to describe the277

attributes); T refers to the asset Tourism; Sij the maritime surface (land excluded) belonging both to the278

geographic unit i of U and the zone j of Z; Turj(T ) the turnover associated with geographic zone j.279

We denote by gT (i, s), the function of the tourism criterion rating the geographical unit i, given a scenario
s. Such function would be 6:

gT (i, s) =



1, if propi(cw(zi, s), T )Inci(T )× 97 < 104

2, if 104 ≤ propi(cw(zi, s), T )Inci(T )× 97 < 106

3, if 106 ≤ propi(cw(zi, s), T )Inci(T )× 97 < 107

4, if 107 ≤ propi(cw(zi, s), T )Inci(T )× 97 < 108

5, if 108 ≤ propi(cw(zi, s), T )Inci(T )× 97

where 104, 106, 107, 108 represent the economic losses delimiting each impact category. The cutting thresh-280

olds used in the different criteria are assessed based on expert judgment. Figure 11 shows the assessment of281

the tourism criterion for the mistral-type marine currents and release point RP2.282

Figure 11: evaluation of the tourism criterion under the scenario (Mistral, RP2)

We can display the above results through maps 7. As an example, the map in Table 7 represents the impact283

on the tourism criterion under scenario (Mistral, RP2). Results corresponding to the other scenarios can284

be found in the supplementary material.285

RP1 RP2 RP3 RP4

β1

β2

β3

Table 7: Tourism criterion maps for the twelve scenarios

Some relevant information can be assessed in this way. For example we can identify areas which are most286

at risk from the perspective of tourism. (e.g. the red ones)287

697 in the criterion function refers to the number of geographic units
7We used the same colour coding as in Figure 6
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The economic loss in the bay associated with scenario s = (βh, RPk) can be obtained through spatial
aggregation, without considering interactions between neighbouring geographic units based on:∑

i

propi(cw(zi, βh, RPk), T )Inci(T ).

The expected economic loss in the whole area, through aggregating uncertainties over initial conditions,288

s = (βh, RPk), would be: e289

ϕTA =
∑
i

Inci(T )
3∑

h=1

4∑
k=1

propi(cw(zi, (βh, RPk), T )qhrk,

which we denote ϕTA =
∑
Inci(T )propi(cw, T ).290

The expected income in tourism sector when there is no accident would be:

ϕT =
∑
i

Inci(T ),

Then, the expected income on the whole area after an accidental release would be:

ϕT − ϕTA.

We could also use relative losses. For example, for the income from tourism, it would be:
ϕTA
ϕT

.

All these indices, derived from the process of the construction of the tourism criterion may help the decision291

maker assessing the impact of an eventual accident over the tourism sector.292

4.3. Fishing293

We assess now the fishing criterion function, focusing on the economic loss on the fishing sector at294

each geographic unit. Such loss is evaluated by coupling the proportion of fish not authorised for sale295

and the economic income before the accident in a geographic unit. Thus, the economic loss would be296

propi(co(zi, s), Pe)Inci(Pe), where propi(co(zi, s), Pe) represents the impact function associated with the297

fishing sector, co(zi, s) denotes the contamination level in fish and Inci(Pe) represents the income from the298

fishing sector at the geographic unit i. It should be mentioned that, for this criterion, we will consider299

tracking points both at 1m depth and at the bottom of the sea. This is justified by the presence of fish at300

all sea levels in this region.301

The impact function propi(co(zi, s), Pe), is characterised by two thresholds:302

• The first one reflects the level at which responsible authorities begin to control the cesium concentration303

in fish before selling.304

• The second one represents the level at which authorities prohibit consumption of fish caught at a305

given geographic unit. We shall consider the second threshold to be 500Bq/kg equal to the maximum306

allowable level of contamination for authorising fish consumption.307

Between both thresholds, the impact is considered non-linear. The calibration process in section 4.1 is308

applicable. The only modification would be to use prop = propi(co) in lottery B, reflecting the proportion309

of fish not allowed for sale given the level of cesium concentration co in fish.310

In order to evaluate the economic importance of a geographic unit, Inci(Pe), we use the same solution
for the two spatial decompositions as for tourism. Thus, the annual turnover at each geographic unit is
defined as:

Inci(Pe) =
∑

j∈Z,st:Z∩{i},∅

Sij∑
i∈U∪Z Sij

Turj(Pe),
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where Turj(Pe) refers to the turnover of fishing associated with geographic zone j.311

We denote by gPe(i, s), the fishing criterion rating the geographic unit i under scenario s. Such function
would be

gPe(i, s) =



1, if propi(co(zi, s), Pe)Inci(Pe)× 97 < 103

2, if 103 ≤ propi(co(zi, s), Pe)Inci(Pe)× 97 < 105

3, if 105 ≤ propi(co(zi, s), Pe)Inci(Pe)× 97 < 106

4, if 106 ≤ propi(co(zi, s), Pe)Inci(Pe)× 97 < 5.106

5, if 5.106 ≤ propi(co(zi, s), Pe)Inci(Pe)× 97
Table 8 shows the assessment of the fishing criterion maps for the twelve scenarios. As for tourism, we can312

derive the economic loss in the bay, the expected loss, the relative loss and the expected income in relation313

with the fishing asset.314

RP1 RP2 RP3 RP4

β1

β2

β3

Table 8: Fishing criterion maps for the twelve scenarios

4.4. Fish Farming315

For this criterion, as for fishing, we use the concentration level of cesium in organisms (fish and shellfish316

farming). Because of the special characteristics of the fish farming activity, the impact on this sector will317

not be assessed at a geographic unit but at the whole geographic zone 2:318

• Unlike the fishing indicator, where fish can swim through many geographic units, fish in aqua-farms319

cannot leave geographic zone 2 and, thus, they are just impacted by the water quality of this zone.320

• The economic relevance of all geographic units in zone 2 is the same.321

To assess this criterion, we consider co(s) = maxi(co(zi, s)), where zi is a geographic unit in zone 2. The322

economic income associated with the fish farming sector will not be considered on the criterion evaluation,323

as it is the same in all geographic units of zone 2. However, this last will represent a relevant information324

to assess the criterion’s importance during the multicriteria aggregation procedure.325

We denote by gFf
(s), the fishing criterion evaluating the geographic zone 2 under scenario s. Such326

function can be interpreted as a rate representing the impact on the fish farming sector.327

gFf
(s) =



1, if co(s) < 100
2, if 100 ≤ co(s) < 200
3, if 200 ≤ co(s) < 300
4, if 300 ≤ co(s) < 400
5, if 500 ≤ co(s)
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500Bq/kg and 100Bq/kg are respectively the maximum allowable level to consume fishes from Fukushima328

before and after the accident. Table 9 shows the assessment of the fish-farming criterion maps for the twelve329

scenarios.330

RP1 RP2 RP3 RP4

β1

β2

β3

Table 9: Fish-Farming criterion maps for the twelve scenarios

4.5. Seagrass "Posidonia Oceanica"331

We assess now a criterion function in relation with the impact of a radioactive release scenario on seagrass
for each geographic unit. Unlike the previous ones, the seagrass Posidonia criterion rates the impact of a
concentration level at a geographic unit level. Such impact represents a coupling between contamination
levels, through the corresponding impact function, and scores associated with the presence of seagrass
Posidonia at each geographic unit. To assess the corresponding impact function, we consider a Heaviside
function, Figure 7, defined through

Impi(cw) =
{

0, if cw ∈ {1, 2}
1, if cw ∈ {3, 4, 5}

where cw refers to the level of cesium concentration in seawater. Degrees of the presence of seagrass Posidonia332

are described on an ordinal scale in Table 3. We denote by LHp(j) the score associated with the degree of333

presence of seagrass Posidonia in geographic zone j, with the following scores:334

• 0: Absence;335

• 1: Weak presence;336

• 2: Average presence;337

• 3: Strong presence.338

At this level, we need to solve the problem of both spatial decompositions in our problem. This asset is339

characterised by the lack of information about the exact distribution of seagrass Posidonia in the geographic340

units. Thus, we shall assume that its presence is uniform in all of them. This generates the following cases:341

• For each geographic unit entirely included in a geographic zone, we consider that it has the same342

degree of presence of seagrass Posidonia as for the geographic zone;343

• For geographic units shared between several geographic zones, we consider a weighted sum of the344

different degrees of presence of the seagrass in geographic zones. Weights in this work represent the345

relative surface at each geographic unit belonging to a given geographic zone.346
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The function describing these two cases would be

Sc(i) =
∑

j∈Z,st:Z∩{i},∅

Sij
Si
LHp(j)

where Sc(i) represents the score associated with the presence of Posidonia at zone i, Sij the surface (land
excluded) of the geographic zone j and geographic unit i and Si the surface of geographic unit i. We denote
by RSc(i), the rounded value of Sc(i). We denote by gSp(i, s), the seagrass Posidonia criterion rating the
geographic unit i, under scenario s

gSp(i, (βk, zRPj)) = Impi(zi, cw((βk, RPj), Sp))RSc(i) + 1.

Table 10 shows the assessment of the seagrass Posidonia criterion for the twelve scenarios.347

RP1 RP2 RP3 RP4

β1

β2

β3

Table 10: Seagrass-Posidonia criterion maps for the twelve scenarios

Again, we could compute various aggregated indices.348

5. Multiple impacts349

We finally consider the case with multiple criteria. Recall that for each scenario (βi, RPj), which occurs350

with probability pij = qi × rj , we obtain four criterion maps:351

• Fishing: gPe
(βi, RPj)352

• Fish farming: gFf
(βi, RPj)353

• Seagrass Posidonia: gSp
(βi, RPj)354

• Tourism: gT (βi, RPj)355

The aim of this section is to aggregate effects due to:356

• multiple criteria.357

• uncertainty.358

In the first part of this section, we shall solve the multiple criteria problem. In the second part, we359

aggregate uncertainties by considering scenarios as criteria evaluating the geographic units in the aggregated360

maps with respect to their corresponding importance (probabilities).361
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5.1. ELECTRE-TRI for multiple criteria aggregation362

The problem at hand is a rating one. To solve it we use the ELECTRE TRI method. The first step
consists of rating each geographic unit X for each scenario (βi, RPj):

X(βi, RPj) = (gPe(βi, RPj), gFf
(βi, RPj), gSp(βi, RPj), gT (βi, RPj)).

We consider the following notation:363

• the set of criteria F , with criteria Fj characterised by an importance (weight) wj .364

• the set C of predefined impact categories. Each category Ck is characterised by a lower bound, called365

limiting profile, which we denote rk = (rkj )k∈F .366

The idea is, then, to compare the performance of each geographic unit with the limiting profiles to assign it367

to the corresponding category. Figure 12 illustrates the issue where the axes represent the criteria and we368

aim to assign x, a geographic unit, to one of the five predefined categories by comparing it with the limiting369

profiles.370

Figure 12: Illustration of the multiple criteria problem

5.1.1. Assessing criteria weights371

The literature reports several methods for assessing ELECTRE-TRI parameters from assignment exam-372

ples, [7], [14], [15], [17], [20]. We use a simplified version of the optimisation model in [15], by assuming that373

we are able to assess, with the aid of the decision maker, the limiting profiles. We denote by A = {A1, . . . , A5}374

the learning set where the assignments are previously known, with Ak = {aki; aki ∈ Ck}. The learning set375

consists on assignment examples: examples of performance vectors, for which the rating is previously known.376

Under the previous assumption, and based on the majority rule, an alternative ak ∈ Ak from the learning
set is assigned to category Ck if there is a weighted-majority of criteria in favour of “ak is at least as good as
the limiting profile rk” and there is no weighted-majority in favour of “ak is at least as good as the limiting
profile rk+1”. This can be written as ∑

j∈F,gj(aki)≥rk
j

wj ≥ c,

and ∑
j∈F,gj(aki)≥rk+1

j

wj < c,

where c is the concordance threshold. Such inequalities are equivalent to the following equalities, introducing
the slack variables xki and yki: ∑

j∈F,gj(aki)≥rk
j

wj − xk = c
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and ∑
j∈F,gj(aki)≥rk+1

j

wj + yk = c.

If the slack variables xki and yki are positive, the assignment made by the decision maker corresponds to377

the assignment done through the pessimistic procedure of ELECTRE TRI: the lower the minimum of these378

values, the less adapted is the model. In case one of these slack variables is negative, the concordance379

principle is not sufficient to justify the assignment and we need to assess the veto threshold. Thus, we380

need to maximise the minimum of both slack variables to take into account the worst assignment from the381

decision maker through382

max min
aki∈Ak

Ak∈A

(xki, yki)

and we also need to maximise the ability of the model to assign alternatives correctly through383

max
∑

aki∈Ak
Ak∈A

(xki + yki).

We then consider the following decision variables:384

• Weight vector. wj ,∀j ∈ F385

• Concordance threshold c386

• Slack variables xki, yki,∀aki ∈ Ak,∀k387

and the following objective function to be maximised

maximise

 min
aki∈Ak

Ak∈A

(xki, yki) + ε
∑

aki∈Ak
Ak∈A

(xki + yki)

 (1)

Problem (1) is equivalent to

maximise δ + ε
∑

aki∈Ak
Ak∈A

(xki + yki)

s.t δ ≤ xki,∀aki ∈ Ak,∀Ak ∈ A
δ ≤ yki,∀aki ∈ Ak,∀Ak ∈ A.

In order to assess criteria weights, we add to the previous model the following constraints:388

• Two constraints related with the slack variables ∀aki ∈ Ak,∀Ak ∈ A,
∑
j∈F

gj (aki)≥rk
j

wj − xki = c and389

∑
j∈F

gj (aki)≥r
k+1
j

wj + yki = c.390

• The majority constraint related to the concordance principle c > 0.5.391

• We assume that all criteria are relevant, wj < c,∀j ∈ F .392

• The strict positivity and normalisation of weights: we respectively have ∀j ∈ F , wj > 0 and
∑
j wj = 1.393
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We finally use the following model:

maximise δ + ε
∑

aki∈Ak
Ak∈A

(xki + yki)

s.t δ ≤ xki,∀aki ∈ Ak,∀Ak ∈ A,
δ ≤ yki,∀aki ∈ Ak,∀Ak ∈ A,∑

j∈F
gj (aki)≥rk

j

wj − xki = c, ∀aki ∈ Ak,∀Ak ∈ A,

∑
j∈F

gj (aki)≥r
k+1
j

wj + yki = c,∀aki ∈ Ak,∀Ak ∈ A,

∑
j

wj = 1,

wj < c,∀j ∈ F ,
wj > 0,∀j ∈ F ,
0.5 < c < 1.

(2)

Example: We consider the following learning sets:

A2 = {(1, 3, 2, 1), (1, 2, 3, 1), (3, 1, 1, 1)}

A3 = {(2, 4, 3, 3), (4, 2, 3, 2), (3, 3, 2, 4)}

A4 = {(2, 4, 4, 5), (4, 4, 4, 3), (5, 5, 3, 3)}

A5 = {(5, 4, 4, 5), (5, 4, 5, 3), (3, 3, 5, 5)}

The limiting profile of a category Ck is the vector (k, k, k, k). Therefore, we will not consider a learning394

set associated with category C1 (no impact), since it does not provide us with any relevant information. A395

profile in A1 will always dominate (1, 1, 1, 1); based on the majority principle it will always be outranked by396

(2, 2, 2, 2), otherwise it will not be assigned to C1. Hence, both x1 and y1 are positive.397

The tourism and fishing sectors are more sensitive than that of fish farming since they are present in398

most of the geographic units. Hence, we consider two additional constraints, w1 ≥ w2 and w4 ≥ w2.399

The solution of the model (2) is:400

• weights: w1 = 0.33; w2 = 0.1; w3 = 0.23; w4 = 0.34;401

• concordance threshold: c = 0.54;402

• the slack variables:403

– slacks associated with A2 = {(1, 3, 2, 1), (1, 2, 3, 1), (3, 1, 1, 1)} are (x21 = −0.17, y21 = 0.41),404

(x22 = −0.07, y22 = 0.17), (x23 = −0.17, y23 = 0.17);405

– slacks associated with A3 = {(2, 4, 3, 3), (4, 2, 3, 2), (3, 3, 2, 4)} are (x31 = 0.15, y31 = 0.41), (x32 =406

0.35, y32 = 0.17), (x33 = 0.25, y33 = 0.17);407

– slacks associated with A4 = {(2, 4, 4, 5), (4, 4, 4, 3), (5, 5, 3, 3)} are (x41 = 0, 15, y41 = 0.17), (x42 =408

0.15, y42 = 0.51), (x43 = −0.7, y43 = 0.07);409

– slacks associated with A5 = {(5, 4, 4, 5), (5, 4, 5, 3), (3, 3, 5, 5)} are x51 = 0.15, x52 = 0.05, x53 =410

0.05.411
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Negative slack variables can be justified due to the non consideration of the veto threshold in our linear412

model. For example, vector (1, 3, 2, 1), using the majority principle, should be assigned to category C1, since413

w1 +w4 > c. However, (1, 3, 2, 1) is assigned to 2 because of its performance (a rate 3) under the fish farming414

criterion, and thus we cannot consider that there is no considerable impact. A similar remark is valid for415

(1, 2, 3, 1), (3, 1, 1, 1) and (5, 5, 3, 3). Based on an observation over assignment examples with negative slack416

variables, a threshold value equal to 2 is the minimum value justifying the assignments.417

5.1.2. Assignment zones to the predefined categories418

We show now the results of the multiple criteria aggregation procedure using ELECTRE-TRI. The419

parameters we use are derived from the example in Section 5.1.1:420

• criteria weights: w1 = 0.33; w2 = 0.1; w3 = 0.23; w4 = 0.34;421

• concordance threshold: c = 0.54;422

• veto threshold v = 2;423

In what follows, we display the criteria-maps associated with the scenarios (Mistral, RP3), and the corre-424

sponding aggregated map.425

Scenario (Mistral, RP3)426

Fishing Fish Farming Seagrass Posidonia Tourism

Figure 13: Criteria maps for the (mistral, RP3)

These maps display the criteria for fishing, fish farming, seagrass Posidonia and tourism, respectively. They427

are assessed based on the level of cesium concentration, from 1 to 5, where level 1 refers to low concentration428

and level 5 to a high concentration, and the vulnerability of each geographic unit from a given asset point429

of view. For example, zones 1 and 2 are not very impacted because of a low level of concentration; however,430

zone 3 is characterised by a level 5 of cesium concentration, crossed with important tourist and fishing431

activities, an average presence of seagrass Posidonia and no activity of fish farming. Thus, the outcome of432

the multiple criteria aggregation mostly associate a rate 1 to geographic units in zones 1 and 2 and a rate433

5 in zone 3 (recall that w1 + w4 = 0.67 > 0.54 and there is no discordance). The result of the aggregation434

is displayed in Figure 14.435

Figure 14: The aggregated map for (mistral, RP3) scenario
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5.2. Uncertainty aggregation436

The aim of this section is to model uncertainties represented through different accident scenarios. We437

need to establish a global rate for geographic units. We can aggregate the impact induced by different sce-438

narios either before aggregating criteria or after the aggregation. The most common technique synthesising439

uncertainties is to compute expected values. We used the expected impact in section 4, before the multiple440

criteria aggregation procedure, in order to evaluate the sensitivity of each geographic unit from a single441

criterion point of view. In this section, we deal with the case in which we want to synthesize uncertainties442

related with the accident scenarios after the multiple criteria aggregation, section 5.1.443

Computing the expected impact at each geographic unit allows for compensation between rates with444

respect to the probabilities over scenarios. In our context, such compensation is not desirable since the445

performance of geographic units under each scenario is modeled through rates. The aggregation procedure446

proposed in this section is based on the concordance and discordance principles, reflected in ELECTRE TRI,447

and can be solved as any multiple criteria rating problem, by considering scenarios as criteria, probabilities448

as weights and geographic units as alternatives to be evaluated.449

5.2.1. Probabilities and ELECTRE TRI parameters450

In this section, we assess uncertainties over the initial conditions and the ELECTRE TRI parameters451

to rate the geographic units. In section 2.2.1, we defined three sea conditions, corresponding to different452

types of wind. In what follows, we associate to the types of wind the following probabilities [8]: For mistral453

q1 = 0.4, for east wind q2 = 0.4 and for steady wind q3 = 0.2.454

To assess probabilities over the four release positions, we assume that the closer we are to the naval455

base, the greater the probability of a release. Such hypothesis can be transcribed through the following456

inequalities ri > rj where i > j, with ri > 0,
∑4
i=1 ri = 1. One possible assessment would be r1 = 0.5, r2 =457

0.25, r3 = 0.15 and r4 = 0.1, which we use in our initial analysis.458

In what follows, we shall assume such values. A sensitivity analysis with respect to them, based on459

intervals, would be necessary, but we shall not include it in this paper. Observe now that this “multiple460

criteria decision making problem” is characterised by:461

• The criteria evaluating the geographic units: the release scenarios;462

• The weights of criteria: the probabilities pij = qi × rj ;463

• Under each scenario, impacts on geographic units are rated from 1 to 5. We shall consider the same464

scale for the aggregated rate;465

• The veto threshold: v = 2.466

5.2.2. Results of the aggregation467

We represent now the results of the aggregation over the 12 scenarios using ELECTRE TRI and the468

parameters in section 5.2.1.469

From Table 11, we notice that for the release position RP1, the geographic zone 5 is highly impacted. This470

is justified by the simulated release position in Zone 5, and the high importance of economic environmental471

assets in this area. This remark is still valid for Zones 3 and 6 for RP2 and 3 and 4 for RP3. depending472

on the direction of wind, other zones might be highly impacted. For instance, considering the scenarios473

characterised by a Steady wind, the impacted zones are those close to the release position. We also note474

from Table 11 that the most impacting scenarios are those corresponding to East wind. The main reason475

is the high dispersion of radionuclides in the majority of geographic zones due to the sea currents, which476

impact many assets.477

Zone 1 where the simulated RP4 took place is highly impacted, rated 4, but less impacted than other478

neighbouring zones, even if the contamination level is the highest. This is due to several reasons, such as479

the non presence of seagrass Posidonia and fish farming activity, representing a total weight w2 +w3 = 0.33,480

the low income from fishing activity compared to the other geographic zones481
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RP1 RP2 RP3 RP4

β1

β2

β3

Table 11: The aggregated maps for the twelve scenarios

Figure 15: The aggregated map for the 12 release scenarios

Aggregating the release scenarios, we note from Figure 15 that geographic zone 1 seems the less impacted.482

The reason of such level of impact in zone 1 is justified by the low presence or absence of the majority of483

assets and the low level of concentration at several release scenarios. The other geographic zones are either484

rated 4 or 5, since scenarios corresponding to East wind, occurring with a probability of 0.4, impact highly485

the majority of the Bay and scenarios RP2, RP3 and RP4 in the case of Mistral type of wind, occurring486

with a total probability of 0.2, impact highly zones 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.487

6. Discussion488

For the typical reasons related to a real world application we were induced to make a number of sim-489

plification hypotheses which we discuss here. Clearly these also indicate relevant research directions to490

explore.491

6.1. Analysis of the multiple criteria aggregation procedures492

The multiple criteria aggregation procedure used in this paper is based upon the concordance and non493

discordance principles. The obtained results are coherent. Nevertheless, the use of ELECTRE TRI method494

might lead to inconsistent results. For instance, let us consider the impact vector (5, 1, 1, 3) characterizing495

the geographic units in zone 7 in case of scenario (Mistral, RP3). Because of the discordance principle496

(5, 1, 1, 3) will be rated 4. Let us consider a fictitious geographic unit characterized by (4, 3, 3, 3), using the497
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same parameters, this last will be rated 3. However, (5, 1, 1, 3) is strictly preferred to (4, 3, 3, 3). Other498

inconsistencies, might come from Condorcet Paradox due to the concordance principle.499

6.2. Evaluating a map500

A relevant question for the decision maker can be, how can we rate a geographic area? The answer to501

this question is not simple. The rate of a geographic space depends upon:502

• the characteristics of the problem, e.g. we may have interactions between geographic units (or not)503

[16];504

• the aggregation path, e.g. one possible path is aggregating the multiple criteria problem, then syn-505

thesising uncertainties before rating the global map. Changing this order may lead to a different506

result.507

In this work, the interaction effects between geographic units is not taken into account because, in all508

simulations, geographic units belonging to the same category of impact are grouped together.509

7. Conclusion510

We have presented an approach to assess spatial risks, in cases characterised by the presence of several511

assets, spatial characteristics and uncertainties over the accident parameters (mainly the release position512

and sea currents). The developed approach is illustrated through an application of nuclear releases in the513

marine environment. The methodology aims to assess the impact of a nuclear accident at a geographic space514

(in our case the Bay of Toulon) as part of a post-accident analysis. In order to evaluate the impact of a515

nuclear release on a geographic space, several methods were used for decision aiding purposes. The procedure516

developed consists of representing uncertainties through accident scenarios, structuring impact indices for517

each asset and under each scenario, and synthesising these indices using a multiple criteria aggregation518

procedure, describing the general impact over the studied area. We then aggregated uncertainties to evaluate519

the vulnerability of the studied area regarding the accident scenarios. At a next step, we shall establish a520

robustness analysis and study the possible recommendations to one or several decision markers, depending521

on their risk aversion.522
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Appendix 1. The hydrodynamic model527

1.1. The advection diffusion equation528

To assess the radiological impact of an accidental release in seawater, the IRSN has developed a hydro-
dynamic model tool called STERNE (Simulation du Transport et du transfert d’Eléments Radioactifs dans
l’environNEment marin, translated as Simulation of radionuclide transport and transfer in marine envi-
ronments) to simulate the dispersion of radionuclides in the marine area. This tool is based on the tracer
advection diffusion equation estimating the dispersion of radionuclides:

∂C

∂t
− ∂

∂x

[
Dx

∂c

∂x
− uxc

]
− ∂

∂y

[
Dy

∂c

∂y
− uyc

]
− ∂

∂z

[
Dz

∂c

∂z
− uzc

]
= F (c, t)

where C is the radionuclide concentration; u, the advection current; and, finally, D is the turbulent diffusion529

tensor. The model is illustrated with Figure 16:530

Since it is difficult to solve this equation analytically, the most common procedure consists of discretising531

time, the choice of time step depending on the mesh size and maximum sea current velocity for the area532

considered and sigma-coordinates and calculates this concentration at each grid point and time step. This533

model takes into account the half life of each radionuclide considered.534
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Figure 16: Schematic diagram of STERNE implementation principle

1.2. Input data535

For each time step and mesh, the hydrodynamic data required as input to dispersion calculations includes536

• The cumulative water fluxes in x, y and z directions; free surface elevation and diffusion coefficients537

(set to calculate the exact quantity of water passing through the grid meshes at each instant and538

should satisfy the continuity equation)539

• The free surface elevation and diffusion coefficients.540

Hydrodynamic models are generated based on hindcasts and forecasts of meteorological and tidal forcing.541

Source terms are characterised by:542

• known quantities of radionuclide releases.543

• known localisations (Release point coordinates).544

• instants of releases.545

Appendix 2. Brief introduction of ELECTRE TRI546

ELECTRE TRI is a rating method, aiming to assign elements of a set A to one of predefined ordered547

categories C1, ..., Cp. Such categories are ranked from the worst to the best: Ch+1 � Ch ∀h ∈ {1, ..., p− 1}548

where � refers to a complete order on the set of categories, [19]. This method uses a majority rule while549

respecting a minority using a veto rule, in order to compare elements of a set A (representing actions) to the550

profiles characterising categories. Let us denote r1, ..., rp the limiting profiles characterising the p categories,551

rk refers to the upper limit of category Ck and the lower limit of category Ck+1, k = 1, 2, ..., p and R the552

set of the associate indices. Let F denote the set of the indices of the criteria g1, g2, ..., gm. Without loss of553

generality, we make the assumption that preferences increase with the value on each criterion. ELECTRE554

TRI is based on an outranking relation S. Roughly speaking, an outranking relation can be interpreted as,555

"at least as good as". In a first step, we aim at constructing an outranking relation S characterising how556

actions compare to each limiting profile. Thus, we use S to assign each action to a specific category. The557

procedure can be described as follows:558

• Partial concordance index cj(a, rh) ∈ [0, 1],∀j ∈ Fh ∈ R: IT represents a weight of the proposition
a is at least as good as a certain rh from the criterion j point of view. The formulation of partial
concordance index is:

cj(a, rh) =
{

1, if gj(rh)− gj(a) ≤ 0
0, if gj(rh)− gj(a) > 0

This index takes 1 to denote a full approval of the proposition "a is at least as good as rh" from the559

criterion j point of view.560
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• Global concordance index c(a, rh) ∈ [0, 1],∀h ∈ R: represents the majority rule, i.e. the global weight
of all criteria approving the proposition "a is at least as good as rh".

c(a, rh) =
∑
j∈F wjcj(a, rh)∑

j∈F wj

where wj , j ∈ F refers to the weight associated to the criterion j.561

• Discordance index dj(a, rh) ∈ [0, 1],∀j ∈ F h ∈ R: represent the respect of minority rule, i.e. when
the difference between a certain rh and a for a given criterion j is greater than a threshold, called veto
threshold, the outranking relation between a and rh is vetoed.

dj(a, rh) =
{

1, if gj(rh)− vj(rh) ≥ gj(a)
0, otherwise

where vj(rh), j ∈ F, h ∈ R refers to the veto threshold associated with the criterion j.562

• Credibility index or the outranking relation σ(a, rh) aggregating the concordance and the discordance.563

In the ELECTRE TRI method, the assignment of a depends on the values of σ(a, rh), σ(rh, a) and a564

cutting threshold λ. When σ(a, rh) ≥ λ, a outranks rh, denoted aSrh. Four possible situation may occur:565

• σ(a, rh) ≥ λ, σ(rh, a) ≥ λ =⇒ aIrh, i.e. a is indifferent to rh566

• σ(a, rh) < λ, σ(rh, a) < λ =⇒ aRrh, i.e. a is incomparable to rh567

• σ(a, rh) ≥ λ, σ(rh, a) < λ =⇒ aPrh, i.e. a is preferred to rh568

• σ(a, rh) < λ, σ(rh, a) ≥ λ =⇒ rhPa, i.e. rh is preferred to a569

The assignment is done using two procedures:570

• Pessimistic (conjunctive) procedure. It consists on the pairwise comparaison between each action a571

and the limiting profil rh starting from h = p to h = 0. We stop this procedure when aSrh, and572

potentially a will be assigned to Ch+1.573

• Optimistic (disjunctive) procedure. We compare each action a and the limiting profil rh starting from574

h = 1 to h = p. We stop this procedure when rhSa, and potentially a will be assigned to Ch.575

The imperfection of knowledge about evaluations of criteria can be taken into account when defining the576

thresholds of the aggregation model. However, it is not easy for the decision maker to provide precise and577

complete information about weights and thresholds. Numerous technics were proposed in the literature to578

elicit these parameters, [7], [14], [15], [17], [20].579
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